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ABSTRACT
◥

Mitochondria contribute to tumor growth through multiple

metabolic pathways, regulation of extracellular pH, calcium signal-

ing, and apoptosis. Using the Mitochondrial Nuclear Exchange

(MNX) mouse models, which pair nuclear genomes with different

mitochondrial genomes, we previously showed that mitochondrial

SNPs regulate mammary carcinoma tumorigenicity and metastatic

potential in genetic crosses. Here, we tested the hypothesis that

polymorphisms in stroma significantly affect tumorigenicity and

experimental lung metastasis. Using syngeneic cancer cells (EO771

mammary carcinoma and B16-F10 melanoma cells) injected into

wild-type and MNX mice (i.e., same nuclear DNA but different

mitochondrial DNA), we showed mt-SNP–dependent increases

(C3H/HeN) or decreases (C57BL/6J) in experimental metastasis.

Superoxide scavenging reduced experimental metastasis. In addi-

tion, expression of lung nuclear-encoded genes changed specifically

with mt-SNP. Thus, mitochondrial–nuclear cross-talk alters

nuclear-encoded signaling pathways that mediate metastasis via

both intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms.

Significance: Stromal mitochondrial polymorphisms affect met-

astatic colonization through reactive oxygen species andmitochon-

drial–nuclear cross-talk.

Introduction
OttoWarburg's discovery that cancer cells favor glycolysis followed

by lactic acid fermentation over oxidative phosphorylation (1) has

helped fuel research into mitochondria's role in tumor formation and

progression. It has since been shown that mitochondria contribute to

tumor growth through multiple metabolic pathways, regulation of

extracellular pH, calcium signaling, and apoptosis (2–6). Mitochon-

dria have also been implicated inmetastasis (reviewed in ref. 7). Several

studies showed cybrid cells containingmitochondria from aggressively

metastatic cell lines but nuclei from nonmetastatic cell lines became

more metastatic (8–10). These data, together with our previous

findings (11), implicate mitochondria present within cancer cells,

at least partially, determine cellular tumorigenicity and metastatic

propensity.

Stephen Paget proposed that, in addition to the cancer cell itself,

which he termed the “seed,” the secondary microenvironment, the

“soil,” also plays a role in determining whether cancer cells suc-

cessfully metastasize to a tissue (12). Fidler and Hart went on to

show that, although vascular arrest plays a role in metastatic

distribution as espoused by Virchow (13), without the proper

microenvironment, metastatic cells fail to colonize (14). Coupled

with our prior observations, we hypothesized that mitochondria

contribute to the ability of the secondary site to support or

undermine the growth of metastases.

Mitochondrial Nuclear Exchange (MNX) mice represent a

unique opportunity to study host tissue/cell mitochondrial effects.

MNX mice are made by enucleating a fertilized oocyte of one

mouse strain, then transferring in a nucleus from a donor oocyte

of a different mouse strain (15–17). For simplicity and clarity,

MNX strain nomenclature is abbreviated (Table 1). By pairing

known mouse metastatic cell lines with MNX strains that match

the nuclear component of the cells but have different mitochon-

dria (Table 2), mitochondrial host effects on metastasis can be

studied.

Four different MNX strains and their wild-type counterparts were

utilized in a series of metastasis assays. We show that mitochondria in

noncancer (i.e., stromal) compartments can affect metastasis in both

mammary and melanoma models. In addition, in vitro analyses

showed variations in mitochondrial load, membrane potential, mito-

chondrial DNA (mtDNA) copy number, and metabolic profiles of

mitochondria in the MNX and wild-type host tissue. We also showed

that reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavenging of host tissue in vivo

altered the metastatic propensity of these tissues. Finally, we used

ex vivo approaches to analyze expression of metastatic genes with and

without ROS scavenging to show that different mitochondrial back-

grounds resulted in differential nuclear gene regulation. In turn, we

showed that nuclear gene expression can be altered by mitochondrial

ROS levels. Taken together, these data show, for the first time, that

mitochondria in the metastatic secondary environment affect the

ability of metastatic cells to colonize. Although a definitive mechanism

for this observation has yet to be solidified, our data indicated that ROS

and mitochondrial–nuclear cross-talk play a role.
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Materials and Methods
Mouse lines

Stable MNX mouse lines were created as previously reported (17).

Briefly, pronuclei were isolated from fertilized oocytes of FVB/NJmice

and transferred into enucleated fertilized oocytes of either C57BL/6J or

BALB/cJ origin. Additional lines were created by exchanging pronuclei

between oocytes of C57BL/6J origin and C3H/HeN origin. Wild-type

FVB/NJ, C57BL/6J, and BALB/cJ mice were purchased from The

Jackson Laboratory, whereas C3H/HeN was purchased from Harlan

Laboratories (now Envigo). MNX colonies were maintained by breed-

ing MNX females with nuclear genome-matched male mice. All

animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Kansas Medical Center

(IACUC protocols 2014–2215; 2017–2408; 2017–2409).

Genotyping

Tail clips of no more than 3 mm in length were collected from all

breeding and experimental mice at weaning. DNA extraction was

performed using the REDExtract-N-Amp Tissue PCR Kit (Sigma-

Aldrich: XNAT-100). Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism

was used to ensure homoplasmic mitochondrial background as

described (15, 16). Briefly, primers were designed to span regions of

SNPs (listed below), which distinguish C57BL/6J (C9461T) mtDNA

from FVB/NJ and C3H/HeN, and BALB/cJ (A9348G) mtDNA from

FVB/NJ (18). The mutation at position 9461 in C57BL/6J mtDNAwill

not allow a restriction digest site for Bcl1 to incorporate. Upon

incubation with Bcl1 (New England Biolabs: R0160S), cleavage will

only occur in animals with FVB/NJ, BALB/cJ, and C3H/HeN mito-

chondria. The mutation at position 9348 in FVB/NJ mtDNA results in

the incorporation of a restriction digest site for Pflf1 (New England

Biolabs: R0595S). Upon digest with Pflf1, cleavage will occur in

animals with FVB/NJ mtDNA but not in those with BALB/cJ mtDNA.

In vivo metastasis assays

For experimental metastasis assays, syngeneic mouse metastatic

cancer lines were injected into the tail vein of MNX and nuclear

matched wild-type mice at 4 weeks of age (Table 2). Following an

incubation of 3 (MVT1) or 2 (EO771, B16-F10, K1735-M2) weeks,

mice were euthanized, and lungs were harvested upon necropsy.

MVT1 cells were provided by Kent Hunter and Lalage Wakefield

(NCI, Bethesda, MD); K1735-M2 cells were gifted from Isaiah J. Fidler

(M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX), and E0771 cells were

provided by Linda Metheny-Barlow (Wake Forest Baptist Cancer

Center, Winston-Salem, NC). All cell lines were used within 10

passages following thawing; were validated by short tandem repeat

sequencing, and were verified to be Mycoplasma free by PCR.

For spontaneous metastasis assays, syngeneic mouse metastatic

cancer lines were ectopically injected (mammary fat pad for MVT1

and EO771 cells, intradermal for B16-F10 and K1735-M2) into

6-week-old MNX and nuclear matched wild-type mice. Tumors were

measured with digital calipers every other day, and mice were eutha-

nized when tumors reached mean diameter of 15 mm. Lungs were

harvested upon necropsy.

Metastasis quantification

For nonmelanotic cell lines (MVT1, EO771, K1735-M2), lungswere

stained for 1 hour in Bouin's Solution (Sigma-Aldrich: HT10132) and

rinsed twice in PBS. Melanotic B16-F10 colonized lungs were har-

vested and then rinsed 3 times in PBS. Because 90% of lung metastases

are visible on the surface (19), lungs were counted utilizing a dissecting

scope and photographed. A nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test fol-

lowed byDunn's method of pairwise multiple comparison was utilized

to determine significance between MNX and wild-type groups.

Mitochondrial load and membrane potential

To test mitochondrial load andmembrane potential, mouse embry-

onic fibroblasts (MEF) were generated from all MNX and wild-type

strains. MEF lines (< passage 3) were harvested and stained individ-

ually and in combination with MitoTracker Red CMXRos (Molecular

Probes by Invitrogen, M7512) andMitoTracker Green FM (Molecular

Probes by Invitrogen, M7514) fluorescent probes, followed by analysis

by flow cytometry as described previously (20). Briefly, 100,000 cells

from each line were added to cytometer tubes and then stained with

200 nmol/L of each probe alone or in combination. Cells from each line

were also left as unstained controls. Cells were protected from light

and the dye incubated for 15 minutes at 37� before placing on ice.

Flow cytometry was performed with parameters from Molecular

Table 1. Mouse strain nomenclature and abbreviations.

Strain

Nuclear

DNA

Mitochondrial

DNA Abbreviation

FVB/NJ-mtMNX(FVB/NJ) FVB/NJ FVB/NJ FF

FVB/NJ-mtMNX(C57BL/6J) FVB/NJ C57BL/6J FC

FVB/NJ-mtMNX(BALB/cJ) FVB/NJ BALB/cJ FB

BALB/cJ-mtMNX(BALB/cJ) BALB/cJ BALB/cJ BB

C57BL/6J-mtMNX(C57BL/6J) C57BL/6J C57BL/6J CC

C57BL/6J-mtMNX(C3H/HeN) C57BL/6J C3H/HeN CH

C3H/HeN-mtMNX(C3H/HeN) C3H/HeN C3H/HeN HH

C3H/HeN-mtMNX(C57BL/6J) C3H/HeN C57BL/6J HC

Note: MNX mice were made by enucleating an oocyte of one mouse strain and

transferring in a nucleus from a donor oocyte. Nuclear and mitochondrial

contributors are listed next to their respective MNX strain. Abbreviations for

each strain are defined.

Table 2. Metastatic cell line origin, dosing, and incubation period.

Cell Line Cancer type Origin Administered to

Cell number

(experimental)

Cell number

(spontaneous)

Incubation period

(experimental)

Pei1/MVT1 Mammary FVB/NJ FF, FB, FC 5 � 104 5 � 104 3 weeks

EO771 Mammary C57BL/6J CC, CH 5 � 104 1 � 105 2 weeks

B16-F10 Melanoma C57BL/6J CC, CH 1 � 105 1 � 105 2 weeks

K1735-M2 Melanoma C3H/HeN HH, HC 2 � 104 2 � 105 2 weeks

Note: Metastatic cell lines were paired with MNX mice that have matching nuclear backgrounds. These cells were injected into the tail vein (experimental) and

ectopically (spontaneous) at the indicated dose. Time for metastatic formation used in experimental assays is listed.
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Probes website (MitoRed, excitation 579 nm and emission 599 nm;

MitoGreen, excitation 490 nm and emission 516 nm). Fluorescence

intensity at the appropriate emission wavelengths was captured.

Oxygen consumption and extracellular acidification

Mitochondrial flux was determined using the XF Seahorse Bio-

analyzer and XF Cell Mitochondrial Stress Test Kit (Seahorse Biosci-

ence: 101706) as described in the provided kit user guide. Briefly, MEF

lines were cultured and passaged once prior to plating 40,000 cells per

well in the provided Seahorse Plate. Cells were allowed to attach

overnight. Sensor cartridge was loaded with Seahorse calibrant and

placed at 37�C without CO2 overnight. Cells were checked for con-

fluent seeding and then media were replaced with warmed unbuffered

DMEM at pH 7.35. Cell plate was then incubated at 37�Cwithout CO2

for 1 hour. Measurements of oxygen consumption were taken before

and after injections of oligomycin, carbonyl cyanide-p-trifluoro-

methoxyphenylhydrazone, antimycin A, and rotenone (5, 3, 1.2, and

1 mmol/L, respectively). After Seahorse analysis was completed, cells

were lysed and total protein concentration was analyzed using the

Bradford method. Area under the curve for all measurements was

normalized to total protein content.

Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification

rate (ECAR) were also determined using the XF Seahorse Bioanalyzer

with a subset of MNX MEF lines. The XF Glycolysis Stress Test Kit

(Seahorse Bioscience, 103020) was utilized as described in the kit user

guide. Briefly,MEF cells and sensor plate were loaded and incubated as

listed above. Measurements of OCR and ECAR were taken before and

after injections of glucose, oligomycin, 2-deoxyglucose, antimycin A,

and rotenone (10 mmol/L, 1 mmol/L, 100 mmol/L, 2 mmol/L, and 1

mmol/L, respectively). Cells were lysed and total protein concentration

was used to normalize all OCR and ECAR measurements.

Statistical significance was determined by first assessing equal

variance through the Brown-Forsythe test followed by the Holm–

Sidak pairwise multiple comparison test.

Total DNA isolation

Total cellular DNA was isolated utilizing procedures that minimize

loss of mitochondrial DNA as described previously (21). Briefly, equal

weights of lung tissue were homogenized in a Tris/EDTA/SDS lysis

buffer while on ice. Proteinase K (NEB: P81025S) was added to

homogenate, and samples were vortexed and then incubated at 55�C

for 2 hours. Samples were centrifuged at 16,000� g for 15minutes, and

supernatant was collected in new microcentrifuge tubes. Phenol:

chloroform:isoamyl alcohol 25:24:1 solution (Sigma P3823) was added

to supernatants and vortexed briefly. Samples were centrifuged, and

supernatant was collected in a new tube. Chloroform was added to

supernatant, gently mixed by inversion (20x) and then centrifuged.

Supernatants were transferred into new tubes, and sodium acetate and

isopropanolwere added. Samplesweremixed gently by inversion (10x)

and incubated at �20�C overnight to allow DNA precipitation.

Samples were centrifuged, and supernatant was discarded. DNA

pellets were washed twice with ethanol (70%) and air dried. DNA

was suspended in nuclease-free water, and DNA quantity and quality

were analyzed via Nanodrop (ThermoFisher).

Mitochondrial DNA content

To determine mitochondrial DNA copy number, lungs were

harvested from untreated 4-week-old MNX and wild-type mice

and snap frozen. Total cellular DNA (5 ng) was isolated, and qPCR

was performed with Taqman Fast Advanced MasterMix (Applied

Biosystems, 4444557) and mouse specific Taqman probes. Expression

levels of the nuclear-encoded 18s ribosomal RNA (18s; ThermoFisher,

Mm04277571) and mitochondrial-encoded genes NADH dehydro-

genase subunit 1 (ND1; ThermoFisher, Mms04225274) and mouse

cytochrome c oxidase subunit II (COX2, ThermoFisher:

Mm03294838) were obtained using the Life Technologies ViiA7 qPCR

instrument. Fold change for the mitochondrial genes was calculated

and normalized to fold change for nuclear 18s. To assess the statistical

significance of differences in mitochondrial content between mouse

strains, a nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test was performed followed

by Dunn's method of pairwise multiple comparison performed for

both COX2 and ND1.

In vivo metastasis assays with ROS scavenging

Four-week-old MNX mice were randomized into two groups,

control and treatment. This process was repeated with 4-week-old

nuclear-matched wild-type mice. Treatment group animals were

injected i.p. with 0.7 mg/kg of the mitochondrial-specific superoxide

scavenger MitoTEMPO (Enzo Life Sciences: ALX-430-150-M005) in

0.1% DMSO at 24 hours and again 1 hour prior to metastatic cell line

injection. Control group animals received i.p. injections of 0.1%

DMSO at 24 hours and 1 hour prior to metastatic cell line injection.

Metastatic cells (K1735-M2 cells into HH and HC mice, EO771 cells

into CC and CHmice) were introduced via the tail vein and allowed to

incubate as described inTable 2. Mice were euthanized and lungs were

harvested, stained, and metastases counted as above. Statistical sig-

nificance of metastasis number between all groups was determined

using a Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Dunn's method of pairwise

multiple comparison.

Analysis of cell extravasation/seeding

K1735-M2 melanoma cells were detached using 2.5 mmol/L EDTA

in PBS. Cells (4 � 106) were then labeled with 5 mmol/L CellTrace

CFSE (carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester; Invitrogen;

C34554) in 2 mL of PBS for 10 minutes at room temperature. Cells

were then washed with 10% media followed by PBS prior to being

resuspended at a concentration of 2 � 105 cells/mL in HBSS. K1735-

M2 cells (100 mL or 2 � 104 cells) were then injected i.v. into 4-week-

oldwild-type (HH)orMNXmice (HC). Lungswereharvested 24hours

after injectionwith right lung lobes analyzed by flow cytometry and left

lobes by immunofluorescence for CFSE-positive cancer cells. Briefly,

for flow cytometry analysis, 700,000 events were collected using the

Acurri C6 cytometer with dead cells identified using propidium iodide

and excluded from further analysis. For immunofluorescence, the left

lung was fixed in 10% formalin, embedded, and sectioned. Sections

(3� 20 mm sections approximately 100 mm apart) were analyzed from

eachmouse for detection of CFSEþ cancer cells. The number obtained

from all three sections for each individual mouse was averaged and

graphed in comparison with the uninjected controls.

Immunohistochemistry

Lungs from WT and MNX mice injected with cancer cells with or

without the antioxidant mitoTEMPO were first fixed in Bouin's

solution for 20 minutes followed by overnight fixation in 10% forma-

lin. Tissues were then maintained in 70% ethanol prior to embedding

in paraffin. Tissue sections (5 mm) were stained using respective

antibodies. Antigen retrieval was performed using EDTA Buffer

(1 mmol/L EDTA, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 8.0). Briefly, endogenous

peroxidases were quenched using 3% H202 for 30 minutes. Tissues

were blocked using 2.5% normal goat serum in PBS with 0.25% Tween

20 (PBST). Primary antibodies, CD4 (1:100; eBioscience; 4SM95), CD8

(1:100; eBioscience; 4SM15), or FoxP3 (1:100; eBioscience; FJK-16s),

Brinker et al.
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were incubated overnight at 4�C. Primary antibodies were detected

using secondary goat anti-rat (Impress MP7404) according to the

manufacturer's instructions. As a control, sections were stained with

the biotinylated anti-rat antibody only. For CD4 and CD8 antibodies,

images were acquired at �20 magnification, and for FoxP3, images

were acquired at �10 magnification. Percent DAB positivity was

measured using the IHC Image Analysis Toolbox plugin for DAB

isolation and quantification through the ImageJ analysis software (22).

To determine relativemetastatic area, FoxP3 Images were taken at�10

magnification, and metastatic nodules were identified by dense hema-

toxylin staining. Nonmetastatic regions were then masked using the

positive and negative quick selection tool in photoshop, and area was

measured using ImageJ.

Endogenous in vitro ROS characterization

Characterization of endogenous ROS in mouse lung tissue was

determined using the ratiometric mass spectrometry probe MitoB as

described (23, 24). Briefly, CH, CC, HC, and HH mice (n ¼ 5) were

divided into treatment and vehicle groups. Depending on group, mice

were treated by i.p. injection with either 0.7 mg/kg MitoTEMPO in

0.1% DMSO (as described above) or vehicle (0.1% DMSO in HBSS).

After 24 hours, mice were injected with a second dose of MitoTEMPO

or vehicle and allowed to recover for 1 hour before i.p. injection

with 0.8 mmol/L/kgMitoB (Cayman Chemical, Cat# 17116). Six hours

after MitoB injection, mice were euthanized, and lungs were

harvested and flash frozen. A second cohort of untreated HH mice

(n¼ 24) were i.p. injected with MitoB and then euthanized at 6 hours

after injection. Lungs harvested from untreated mice were used to

generate a MitoB/MitoP (Cayman Chemical, Cat#17117) standard

curve in duplicate described below.

Lungs (100 mg each) were combined with a solution of 60%

(vol/vol) acetonitrile and 0.1% (vol/vol) formic acid in HPLC grade

water and homogenized. Each sample was spiked with 10 mL of

deuterated standards (d15-MitoB, Cayman Chemical, Cat#17470 and

d15-MitoP, Cayman Chemical, Cat#19296). Standard curve lungs

were additionally spiked with serially diluted MitoB (0, 1, 5, 10, 50,

and 100mmol/L) orMitoP (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 10, and 25mmol/L). Samples

were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 16,000 � g, and supernatant was

transferred to new tubes. Pellet was re-extracted, and supernatant was

pooled with the previous sample. Samples were filtered using 0.22 mm

PVDF filter, dried under vacuum, and stored at�80�C until ready for

LC-MS/MS.

Samples were redissolved in a solution of 20% (vol/vol) acetonitrile

and 0.1% (vol/vol) formic acid in HPLC grade water, vortexed, and

then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 16,000 � g. Supernatant was

transferred to sterile autosampler vials, and MitoB:MitoP ratios were

quantified by LC-MS/MS using an Ascentis Express column (C18,

5 cm � 2.1 mm, 2.7 mm, Sigma-Aldrich) for separation and a Waters

Xevo TQ-S triple quadrupolemass spectrometer asmass analyzer. The

LC parameters were as follows: autosampler temperature, 5�C; injec-

tion volume, 5 mL; column temperature, 50�C; and flow rate,

400 mL/min. The LC solvents were solvent A: 0.1% formic acid in

water and solvent B: 95% acetonitrileþ 0.1% formic acid. Elution from

the column was performed over 10 minutes with the following

gradient: t ¼ 0, 5% solvent B; t ¼ 2, 5% solvent B; t ¼ 3, 60% solvent

B; t¼ 7, 100% solvent B; t¼ 7.5, 100% solvent B; t¼ 8, 5% solvent B; t¼

10, 95% solvent B. Mass spectra were acquired using positive-mode

electrospray ionization operating in multiple reaction monitoring

(MRM) mode. The capillary voltage was 3,000 V, and cone voltage

was 50V. Nitrogen was used as cone gas and desolvation gas, with flow

rates of 150 and 600 l/h, respectively. The source temperature was

150�C, and desolvation temperature was 500�C. Argon was used as

collision gas at a manifold pressure of 4.3 � 10�3 mbar. Precursor

and product ion m/z, collision energies, and source cone potentials

were optimized for each transition using Waters QuanOptimize

software. The MRM transitions were: MitoP: 370.2 > 107.1; d15-

MitoP: 385.2 > 107.0; MitoB: 397.9 > 135.0; d15-MitoB: 412.9 > 135.1.

The Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Dunn's method of pairwise

multiple comparison was utilized to determine significance between

MNX and wild-type treated and untreated groups.

Gene expression analysis of TEMPO-treated and -untreated

mouse lung

Four-week-old MNX mice were randomized into two groups,

control (receiving 0.1% DMSO) and treatment (receiving 0.7 mg/kg

MitoTEMPO in 0.1%DMSO). This process was repeated with 4-week-

old nuclear-matched wild-type mice. Groups received vehicle or

MitoTEMPO i.p. injections, and 24 hours later, groups then received

a second injection. One hour later, mice were euthanized; lungs

were harvested and then snap frozen. Lungs were homogenized

using the Bead Bug Microtube Homogenizer. RNA was harvested

using the RNeasy Microarray Tissue Kit (Qiagen: 73304) with Qiagen

RNase-Free DNase set (Qiagen: 79254). cDNA was synthesized using

the iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad: 1708891). qPCR was per-

formed in triplicate using the ViiA7 from Life Technologies, with

ThermoFisher TaqMan Fast AdvancedMasterMix and ThermoFisher

mouse specific Taqman Primers for microRNA (miR) 199a

(Mm04238139), miR125b (Mm04238249), fam120a (Mm01327068),

dnmt1 (Mm01151063), ago2 (Mm03053414), sgtb (Mm00522889),

scai (Mm00618853), rab6b (Mm00620652), and sod2 (Mm01313000).

Metabolomics

Lung and mammary tissues were isolated from both wild-type and

MNXmice at 6 weeks of age and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissue

(lung and mammary—100 mg each; n¼ 8) was shipped to Metabolon

for analysis. Briefly, the Discover HD4 Platform was employed to

measure >700 metabolites and small biochemical species using liquid

chromatography and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Pear-

son correlation values comparing selected metabolites were deter-

mined, and more extensive analyses are still being completed.

Results
To determine whether metastasis is affected by host mitochondria,

metastatic mammary and melanoma cells were introduced into MNX

mice that had the same nuclear, but different mitochondrial, genomic

backgrounds. As a control, tumor cells were injected into mice with

both the same nuclear and mitochondrial genetic backgrounds as the

cell line (i.e., wild-type). Cells were introduced either directly into the

vasculature via the tail vein (experimental metastasis assay) or ortho-

topically (spontaneous metastasis assay). The spontaneous assay

recapitulates the entire metastatic cascade; but if tumor formation is

affected, then metastasis colonization effects are hard to tease out.

When paired with the experimental metastasis assay, which bypasses

prior tumor formation steps, a more complete picture of the step(s)

involved inmetastasis affected bymitochondria is achieved. Each assay

was repeated 3 times independently with a minimum of 10 mice per

group. Data from representative experiments are shown.

MVT1 metastatic mammary cells formed more lung metastases in

control FVB/NJ animals than inMNXmicewith BALB/cJ or C57BL/6J

mitochondria. As seen in Fig. 1A, FF mice (n¼ 13) had a mean of 33

metastases, whereas FB mice (n ¼ 11) had a mean of 11 metastases in
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the experimental assays. Following tail vein injections, the FF and FC

groups did not show significant differences in the number of lung

metastases (Fig. 1B); however, the FF group hadmoremetastases than

the FC group, mean of 25 to 18 (n ¼ 20 and 21 mice, respectively). In

spontaneous metastasis assays (Fig. 1C), FF mice (n¼ 14) had a mean

of 52 metastases, whereas FB mice (n ¼ 20) had a mean of 20

metastases. MVT1 cells developed more lung metastases in the spon-

taneous assay (Fig. 1D) in wild-type FF mice than in FC mice (�x¼ 55

and 36; n ¼ 13 and 14, respectively).

Mice with C3H/HeN mitochondria developed more metastases

than mice with C57BL/6J mitochondria when utilizing either mam-

mary or melanoma cancer lines. In Fig. 2A, the mouse metastatic

mammary line, EO771, was introduced via the tail vein into both wild-

type C57BL/6J mice and CH MNX mice. CC mice formed on average

15 lung metastases, whereas CH mice had an average of 45 lung

metastases. When the B16-F10 melanoma cells were introduced to the

samemouse strains, CCmice again had fewermetastases (�x¼ 12) than

CH mice (�x ¼ 29; Fig. 2B). In parallel experiments switching nuclear

background to C3H/HeN, more metastases were still observed when

mitochondria were C3H/HeN rather than C57BL/6J when utilizing

K1735-M2 melanoma cells (Fig. 2C). Figure 2D–F presents repre-

sentative data from Fig. 2A–C.

The cell lines, EO771, B16-F10, and K1735-M2, were also evaluated

in spontaneous metastasis assays. EO771 were introduced into the

mammary fat pad, whereas B16-F10 and K1735-M2 were injected

intradermally. All cell lines rapidly formed large necrotic tumors. Due

to the fast tumor growth, most mice failed to develop overt, macro-

scopic metastases before they had to be euthanized for ethical reasons.

To begin exploring whether differences in mitochondrial mass or

baseline metabolic changes in stroma contributed to changes of

metastatic susceptibility in MNX mice, MEF were isolated and char-

acterized for membrane potential, mitochondrial load (i.e., mitochon-

dria number), OCR and ECAR, and mtDNA copy number.

The number of mitochondria present as well as the membrane

potential did not differ significantly between MNX and wild-type

animals analyzed. Using the fluorescent probes, MitoTracker Red,

whose accumulation in mitochondria is dependent upon membrane

potential, andMitoTracker Green, which accumulates inmitochondria

independent of membrane potential, flow cytometry was performed

with MEF cell lines created from each MNX and wild-type strains. As

seen in Supplementary Fig. S1A, there was no statistically significant

difference in overall number of mitochondria or membrane potentials

between the different wild-type and MNX strains. Even when mem-

brane potential was normalized to the number of mitochondria (as is

routine for this type of measurement), there was no statistically

significant difference between strains (Supplementary Fig. S1B).

OCR of MNX and wild-type MEF lines showed differences

between the strains using the Seahorse Bioanalyzer. MEF lines

made from a single embryo per line were analyzed for oxygen

consumption in quadruplicate (Supplementary Fig. S2A) or

Figure 1.

Mitochondrial haplotype alters total pulmonary metastases of mammary cells in spontaneous (orthotopic) and experimental (intravenous) models. A and B, MVT1

metastatic mouse mammary cells were injected into the tail vein and mice were euthanized 3 weeks after injection. C and D, MVT1 cells were also injected into the

mammary fat pad, and lungswere harvested once primary tumors reached 15mm in average diameter. Upon euthanasia, lungswere harvested and grossmetastases

were counted. Individual dots represent total number of metastases for each individual animal, and black bars represent mean for the mitochondrial group. A, Tail

vein–injected FFmice (n¼ 13mice) hadmore (�x¼ 33, SEM 11)metastases than FBmice (n¼ 11, �x¼ 9, SEM7).B, FF and FC tail vein–injectedmice did not differ in their

total number of metastases (n¼ 20, mean 25, SEM 5 and n¼ 21, mean 18, SEM 4, respectively). C,Orthotopically injected FFmice (n¼ 14) hadmoremetastases (�x¼

52, SEM 5) than similarly injected FB mice (n ¼ 20, �x ¼ 20, SEM 6). D, Orthotopically injected FF mice (n ¼ 13) had more metastases (�x ¼ 55, SEM 4) than similarly

injected FC mice (n ¼ 14, �x ¼ 36, SEM 3).
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quintuplicate (Supplementary Fig. S2B). As seen in Supplementary

Fig. S3A, FC and FF cells had higher basal respiration (�x ¼ 95.725

and 95.630 pmol/min/mg, respectively) and maximal respiration

(�x ¼ 175.604 and 152.906 pmol/min/mg, respectively) than BB

(basal respiration �x ¼ 61.636 pmol/min/mg, maximal respiration

�x¼ 81.228 pmol/min/mg) cells. ATP-Linked OCR did not appear to

differ significantly among strains. No significant differences were

seen between oxygen utilization profiles of CC, CH, HH, and HC

mice (Supplementary Fig. S2B). Although differences in metabolic

flux occurred between the strains, these differences did not appear

to mirror the metastatic phenotypes shown above.

OCR and ECAR profiles of MEF lines isolated from MNX and

wild-type mice showed differences between strains. Single embryo-

derived MEF lines from CC, CH, HH, and HC mice were analyzed

for ECAR in quintuplicate using the Seahorse instrument (Supple-

mentary Fig. S3). Nonglycolytic acidification rates differed with CH

having the highest (�x ¼ 1.437 mpH/min/mg) and HH having the

lowest (�x ¼ 1.178 mpH/min/mg). Reserve capacity also differed

between CC-derived cells (�x ¼ 1.089 mpH/min/mg) and HC-

derived cells (�x ¼ 2.663 mpH/min/mg). Although slight variations

were present, taken as a whole, OCR and ECAR between these four

strains were remarkably similar. The differences observed did not

parallel metastatic phenotypes.

mtDNA copy number was evaluated to determine if differences

exist when dissimilar nuclear and mitochondrial genomes were com-

bined. DNA from lung samples was isolated, and expressions of two

mitochondrial-specific genes (mtCO2 and ND1) were analyzed and

normalized to expression of a nuclear-specific gene (18s). As shown in

Supplementary Fig. S4, HH andHC strains had a slightly higher (30%)

mitochondrial copy number than CC or CH strains. Unfortunately,

variance was too high to observe a statistically significant difference.

Mitochondrial ROS have been implicated in metastatic

disease (8, 9, 25–28). To determine if ROS were playing a role in

metastatic susceptibility seen with varying mitochondrial genomes,

we utilized a mitochondrial superoxide scavenger, MitoTEMPO.

MitoTEMPO acts as a superoxide dismutase 2 mimic and specifically

scavenges superoxides produced in the mitochondria (29, 30) when

complex I and III reduce oxygen. Superoxide dismutates to longer lived

hydrogen peroxide, which can partially reduce to hydroxyl radicals, or

can react with nitrogen to form nitric oxide or peroxynitrite spe-

cies (31). By targeting superoxide, we targeted the most upstream

oxidant.

WhenMNX and wild-type mice were pretreated withMitoTEMPO

or vehicle 24 hours and again 1 hour prior to i.v. injection of tumor

cells, metastasis was suppressed in all mice with C3H/HeNmitochon-

dria. When K1735-M2 melanoma cells were used, numbers of metas-

tases in the vehicle-treated mice matched those in untreated animals.

HH mice developed an average of 94 metastases, whereas HC devel-

oped only 16 metastases (Fig. 3A). When treated with MitoTEMPO,

HHmice developed amean of 11metastases, whereas HCmice had 18

lung colonies. As shown in Fig. 3B, when EO771 was injected after

superoxide scavenging in the host, CH mice had reduced metastases

(�x ¼ 11) compared with vehicle-treated CH mice (�x ¼ 24), but the

differences were not statistically significant. Regardless of cellular

genetic background, MitoTEMPO reduced lung colonization to a level

similar to that observed inmice with C57BL/6J mtDNA.MitoTEMPO

treatment did not eliminate metastases but did reduce both the

size and number of metastases (Supplementary Fig. S5). C3H/HeN

Figure 2.

Mitochondrial haplotype altersmetastatic propensity in bothmammary andmelanomamodels. Metastaticmouse cell lineswere injected into the tail vein of nuclear-

matched MNX mice. Tail vein–injected mice were euthanized 2 weeks after injection, and lungs were isolated and photographed top and bottom (representative

photos shown in D–F) prior to metastasis quantification. Circles, total number of metastases in each animal; black bars, average number of metastases for the

mitochondrial group.A andD,EO771metastaticmammary cells injected into the tail vein of CCmice (n¼9) resulted in fewer (�x¼ 15, SEM2)metastases thanCHmice

(n¼ 10, �x¼ 45, SEM 9). B and E, B16-F10 metastatic melanoma cells injected into the tail vein of CCmice (n¼ 10) showed fewer (�x¼ 12, SEM 6) metastases than CH

mice (n¼ 10, �x¼ 29, SEM 8). C and F, K1735-M2 cells injected in the tail vein of HHmice (n¼ 20) resulted in moremetastases (�x¼ 134, SEM 16) than similarly injected

HC mice (n ¼ 20, �x ¼ 31, SEM 7).
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mitochondria therefore appear to produce higher endogenous levels of

ROS that, in turn, affect the seeding of circulating tumor cells in lungs.

To determine if SNP in C3H/HeN mitochondria indeed produced

higher basal levels of ROS than C57BL/6J, endogenous ROS was

measured in lungs using MitoP:MitoB ratio (23, 24). Importantly, the

reaction is stable after euthanasia and tissue extraction (Fig. 4A). ROS

varied between wild-type and MNX mice, but the differences were

not statistically significant. MitoTEMPO treatment, however, always

lowered ROS in lungs (Fig. 4B). So, although C3H/HeNmitochondria

appear consistently to make more ROS when coupled with C3H/HeN

nuclear DNA, the difference is attenuated when C57BL/6 and

C3H/HeN genomes are mixed. Measurement of ROS at specific

locations (i.e., a premetastatic niche) could have identified foci of

high ROS, but the ability to assess the tissues in this way is not

sufficiently robust.

To assess whether ROS could alter nuclear gene expression, we first

determined if expression of select metastasis-associated nuclear genes

corresponded with mitochondrial haplotype. qPCR was performed

using RNA isolated from lung tissue collected from CC, CH, HH, and

HC strains to measure expression of miR199a, miR125b, fam120a,

dnmt1, ago2, sgtb, scai, rab6b, and sod2 (Supplementary Fig. S6). These

genes were chosen because they exhibited significant differential

expression and nuclear DNAmethylation patterns in previous experi-

ments (32). Most differences in basal expression varied by less than

2-fold. Interestingly, expression of all genes, except rab6b, was lower in

CC compared with HH mice. All of these genes were more highly

expressed in CH than CC mice. sod2 expression did not change

significantly between CC, HH, CH, or HC mice. Following Mito-

TEMPO treatment, expression of the same genes was measured to

assess whether ROS might be mediating the effects. MitoTEMPO

treatment raised expression levels formiR199a,miR125b, dnmt1, ago2,

fam120a, rab6b, sgtb, and scai for both CC and CH mice (Supple-

mentary Fig. S7A–S7I). Expression inHHandHCmicewas unaffected

by MitoTEMPO.

Increasing vascular permeability is important for immune extrav-

asation into the lungs, which is further driven by increasing levels of

ROS released by neutrophils or other immune cells (33). To begin

addressing roles for vascular permeability, K1735-M2 cells were

labeled with CFSE and introduced intravenously into HH or HC

mice. After 24 hours, lungs were analyzed for CFSE positivity com-

pared with uninjected controls using both flow cytometry and immu-

nofluorescence. No significant differences were observed between the

Figure 3.

Mitochondrial superoxide scavenging selectively decreases metastasis in

C3H/HeN mitochondrial mice. DMSO vehicle (�) or MitoTEMPO (þ) was i.p.

injected into 4-week-old HH [� n ¼ 14 (vehicle only), þ n ¼ 15 (MitoTEMPO)],

andHC (� n¼ 10,þ n¼ 15)mice 24 hours and again 1 hour prior to i.v. injection of

K1735-M2 cells (A) and4-week-oldCC (�n¼9,þn¼ 10), andCH (�n¼8,þn¼

9) mice 24 hours and again 1 hour prior to i.v. injection of EO771 cells (B). Mice

were euthanized 2 weeks after cell injection, lungs were harvested, and gross

pulmonary metastases were quantified. A, K1735-injected HH vehicle mice had

significantly more metastases (�x¼ 94, SEM 10) than HC vehicle (�x¼ 16, SEM 3)–

HH MitoTEMPO (�x ¼ 11, SEM 2)– and HC MitoTEMPO (�x ¼ 18, SEM 4)–treated

mice. B, EO771-injected CH vehicle-treated mice had more metastases (�x¼ 24)

than CC vehicle (�x ¼ 8)-, CC MitoTEMPO (�x ¼ 9)-, and CH MitoTEMPO (�x ¼ 11)–

treated mice.

Figure 4.

Endogenous levels of ROS vary with mitochondrial and nuclear background. A,

MitoTEMPO acts as a SOD2 mimic to dismutate superoxide to hydrogen

peroxide within the inner membrane of the mitochondria. The mitochondrial-

specific ratiometric mass spectrometry probe MitoB reacts with hydrogen

peroxide to form the stable phenol, MitoP. B, DMSO vehicle (�) or MitoTEMPO

(þ) was i.p. injected into 4-week-old HH [� n ¼ 5 (vehicle only), þ n ¼ 5

(MitoTEMPO)], CC (� n¼ 5,þ n¼ 5), HC (� n¼ 5,þ n¼ 5), and CH (� n¼ 5,þ

n ¼ 5) mice 24 hours and again 1 hour prior to i.v. injection of MitoB. Mice were

euthanized 6 hours after MitoB injection, lungs were harvested, and the ratio of

MitoP to MitoB was quantified using LC-MS/MS. Error bars, SEM.
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HHorHCmice (Supplementary Fig. S8), suggesting that differences in

metastatic efficiency are likely a result of mtDNA differences existing

within cells of the lung microenvironment rather than differences

associated with trapping or early retention.

To begin addressing a potential role for mtDNA in regulating

immune surveillance of the metastatic cascade, tissue sections were

analyzed for differences in cells representing adaptive immunity.

E0771 lung metastases exhibited a lower percentage of infiltrated

CD8þ T cells in the WT (CC; 1.2%) versus MNX (CH; 1.7%) mice

(P¼ 0.07). Interestingly, the percentage of CD8 cells was not altered by

the treatment of WT (CC; 1.3%) and MNX (CH; 1.8%) mice with

MitoTEMPO (Fig. 5A). E0771 metastases had a higher percentage of

CD4þ T cells in the WT (CC; 2%) versus the MNX (CH; 1.6%)

background. Interestingly, MitoTEMPO reduced the percentage of

T cells in theWT (CC; 1.5%) and increased the percentage of T cells in

the MNX (CH; 1.8%) background (Fig. 5A). Similar analyses were

done for K1735-M2 metastases. No differences in T-cell percentages

between the WT (HH; 1.9%; 3%) and MNX (HC; 1.7%; 2.9%) back-

grounds were observed for CD8þ and CD4þ T cells, respectively.

MitoTEMPO did not alter CD8þ T cells (2%) in WT (HH) mice;

however, CD8þ T cells did increase (to 4.2%) when MNX (HC) mice

were treated with MitoTEMPO (Fig. 5B). MitoTEMPO decreased the

percentage of CD4þ T cells in theWT (HH; 1.6%) but not in theMNX

(HC; 3.1%) mice (Fig. 5B). HH and HC lung sections were examined

for the T regulatory cells (Treg) using the transcription factor FoxP3.

As above, Tregs trended toward fewer in HH mice treated with

MitoTEMPO (Vehicle ¼ 1.05% vs. MitoTEMPO ¼ 0.081%; Fig. 5C).

The antioxidant glutathione protects cells from damage caused by

ROS. In order to begin assessing the effects of ROS on metabolism, a

metabolomic analysis was performed on 6-week-old lung and mam-

mary tissues collected from FF, FC, FB, CC, CH, HH, and HC. Both

oxidized and reduced forms of glutathione showed minimal changes

between wild-type and MNX mice. The only significant change

observed was reduced glutathione, which was higher in CH compared

with HH mice. There were significant changes observed when mea-

suring the amino acids that feed into the gamma-glutamyl pathway

between CC, CH, HH, and HC. In general, however, none of these

changes consistently correlated with altered metastatic propensity.

Discussion
Having previously demonstrated that nuclear (34) and mitochon-

drial (11, 16) genetics could alter the efficiency of mammary tumor

development and metastasis, we sought to distinguish the impact of

stromal contributions in metastatic colonization. Accumulating data

implicate mitochondrial function (9, 27, 35–37) and localization (38)

in the metastatic process. Because metastasis involves a complex

interplay between tumor cells and stroma, including bidirectional

signaling and recognition between cells, matrices, and soluble factors,

our experimental design kept nuclear and mitochondrial genomes

constant between tumor cells and mice, while changing the mito-

chondria only in the stroma.

Using four different experimental models representing two histo-

types (twomammary carcinomas, twomelanomas), orthotopic tumor

growthwas not dramatically affected bymitochondrial background. In

contrast, colonization of lung following intravenous inoculation of

tumor cells was significantly affected by stromal mitochondria.

C57BL6/J mitochondria always diminished metastasis, whereas

C3H/HeN mitochondria consistently increased lung colonization.

These results highlighted that both intrinsic and extrinsic mitochon-

drial genetic changes are important in tumor cell behavior.

The mouse strains used in this report have mtDNA that is quite

similar. There are only five SNP distinguishing FVB, BALB/c, C57, and

C3H mitochondria (18). Most SNP are in subunits of electron trans-

port chain genes. FVB mitochondria have a G7777T SNP in ATPase

subunit 8, which changes the aspartic acid residue to a tyrosine. FVB

and C57 mitochondria have an A9348G transition in cytochrome

oxidase subunit 3, which is the main transmembrane subunit of

cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV). Despite this mutation coding

for valine instead of isoleucine, it is thought to be a neutral muta-

tion (18, 39). C57 have a C to T transversion at 9461 located at the start

site for NADH dehydrogenase subunit 3 (part of complex I), which is

nonsynonymous. Interestingly, C57 and C3H have mutations in a

mitochondrial tRNA (mt-tRNAArg). C57 mitochondria have an ade-

nine deletion at position 9821 in mt-tRNAArg, whereas C3H mito-

chondria have an additional thymine located at 9820.

Mutations in electron transport subunits implicate metabolism.

Previously, oxygen consumption was found to be different in MNX

strains using mammary tissue (16) and cardiomyocytes (15), which

potentially explained differences in the phenotypes observed. How-

ever, in the current experiments, we measured membrane potential,

overall mitochondrial load, OCR, and ECAR inMEF cell lines and did

not find significant differences for any of these parameters that

corresponded with changed tumor cell behavior. These results high-

light a critical caveat regarding interpretation of these (or any)

metabolism or gene expression results—metabolism, transcriptomes,

and mitochondrial number vary greatly from tissue to tissue (40–42).

To properly assess stromal metabolic contributions to changing

metastatic efficiency, full metabolomic profiles in every tissue encoun-

tered throughout the metastatic cascade would be required. Prelim-

inary results comparing mammary and pulmonary tissue show

remarkable similarities with some differences. However, those results

require replication and validation.

Although not statistically significant, we observed almost 30%more

mtDNA in strains with the nuclear background originating from the

C3Hmouse, regardless ofmitochondrial origin. Nuclear factors clearly

influence the amount of mitochondrial coded DNA, but quantity of

mtDNA in stromal cells did not fully explain changes in lung

colonization.

While reconstructing the mutational history of the L929 leukemia

cell lines, the Wallace laboratory found that mitochondrial mutations

increased ROS production and proliferation (43). They postulated that

this might be a mechanism by which mitochondria contribute to

neoplasia. Using cybrids, others went on to show that additional

adenines in the DHU loop of mt-tRNAArg increase ROS production

and, in turn, proliferation and invasion (39, 44). Those observations

compelled the hypothesis that altered ROS in MNX mice might be

responsible for the changes in metastatic potential, especially because

C3H has the most adenines in the DHU loop, whereas C57 have

the fewest.

To test whether ROS differences could explain metastasis differ-

ences, we treated mice with MitoTEMPO, a scavenger for mitochond-

rially derived ROS. Treatment of mice prior to tumor cell injection

dramatically reduced lung colonization in C3H mice but had a lesser

effect in C57 mice. These results were consistent with the prediction

that C3H mice would have higher baseline levels of ROS. However,

complementary experiments to increase ROS in C57 mice would have

too many deleterious effects on other physiologic systems (e.g., tissue

damage) to safely and unequivocally interpret any findings.

To corroborate the interpretation regarding ROS levels, we utilized

the recently developedMitoP:MitoB assay (23, 24). ROSwere higher in

HHmice, but not in CH compared with CCmice. Two interpretations

Stromal Mitochondria Alter Metastasis
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Figure 5.

Mitochondria stromal haplotype alters immune

cell recruitment to sites of metastases. IHC

analysis of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded

experimental lung metastases derived from

K1735-M2 melanoma (A) or E0771 mammary

cancer cells for CD8þ cytotoxic T cells and CD4þ

helper T cells (C). DMSO vehicle (�) or Mito-

TEMPO (þ)was i.p. injected into 4-week-oldmice

24 hours and again 1 hour prior to i.v. injection of

cancer cells. Mice were euthanized 2 weeks after

cell injection, lungs were harvested, and gross

pulmonary metastases were quantified. A and C,

Images obtained at �20 magnification. Quantifi-

cation of percent CD8 and CD4 T-cell positivity

using IHC Image Analysis Toolbox plugin for DAB

isolation and quantification through the ImageJ

analysis software (PMID: 27121383). Data as

means (n ¼ 6–14; one-way ANOVA and multiple

comparisons t test). B, Images obtained at �10

magnification. Quantification of percent FoxP3

cell positivity using IHC Image Analysis Toolbox

plugin for DAB isolation and quantification

through the ImageJ analysis software (PMID:

27121383). Data as means � SEM (n ¼ 9–16).

Brinker et al.
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are consistent with these observations. First, there may be a critical

threshold level of ROS that would change metastatic efficiency.

Second, ROS levels are also controlled by proteins in themitochondria

that are nuclear encoded. In addition, the nucleus encodes other ROS-

modifying machinery. Importantly, MitoP does not measure all ROS

species, only H2O2 production and accumulation. Also, it is possible

that there are non-ROS, off-target actions ofMitoTEMPO (which have

yet to be defined) that influence the stromal tumor microenvironment

of a metastatic niche.

Accumulating evidence implicates ROS in several biochemical and

physiologic processes important tometastasis. ROS have recently been

shown to act as secondary messengers to the nuclear genome (45–59)

where they alter gene expression, cell proliferation, and growth.Data in

this and our previous report (32) showed that not only can gene

expression differ when mitochondrial background is changed, but

nuclear–mitochondrial combinations result in unique gene expression

profiles (32). Active mitochondrial–nuclear cross-talk thus defines

nuclear gene expression. To determine if ROS could be amessenger for

this cross-talk, we also evaluated expression profiles of mice treated

with a ROS scavenger. We found that changing ROS levels alter

expression of specific genes from specific backgrounds (Supplemen-

tary Fig. S7), but the scope of genes examined does not yet fully explain

changes in metastatic potential.

BecauseMNXmice were generated by the transfer ofmitochondrial

DNA and not prolonged coevolution of nDNA and mtDNA, some

have questioned whether the findings are artifactual in nature. We

believe that this is not the case for several reasons. First, male MNX

mice do not transfer the mitochondrial genetic information to prog-

eny (11). Second, the phenotypes observed have been highly stable over

multiple generations of MNXmice. Third, early data using a subset of

congenic backcrossed mice have yielded equivalent results to those

reported here.

Complex genetic phenotypes, like metastasis, require coordinated

expression of multiple genes (7, 60, 61). Moreover, the process of

metastasis requires transmission of signals from external sources, like

tissues, blood, and extracellular matrices. This concept was first

articulated by Stephen Paget in the “Seed and Soil” hypothesis to

explain organotropism of cancer metastasis (62). He concluded that

metastasis is influenced by both intrinsic (cell autonomous) and

extrinsic (non-cell autonomous) factors. The findings reported here

establish, for the first time to our knowledge, that mitochondrial

genetics of stromal cells influence metastasis from mammary carci-

nomas andmelanomas to the lung. Early indications are that ROS from

the stroma could be, at least partially, responsible for efficiency of lung

colonization. And because ROS is integral to immune functions and

activity, some studies to explore whether those connections exist

within the MNX mice were performed. Although much more study

will be required, analysis of postmortem lung sections has provided

preliminary evidence for differences in the immune landscape. We

chose to focus on the adaptive immune system as the tissues were

collected 2 weeks after injection. Whereas our data suggest CD4þ

Tregs may play a role in ROS-mediated differences in lung metastatic

susceptibility, studies to more effectively determine the complex

immune networks responsible for these phenotypes are ongoing.

Although this study focused on ROS-related mechanisms to explain

the mitochondrial SNP-associated changes in metastasis, we acknowl-

edge that there remain alternative explanations that need to be more

fully explored. The differences in immune profiles, for example, could

also be affected bymetabolites that alter immune cell polarization and/

or immune cell cross-talk. Likewise, ROS are established mediators of

endothelial patency and vascular permeability. Transendothelial

migration efficiency or effects on other components of the reticulo-

endothelial system could also be involved.

Nonetheless, taken together, these findings have important impli-

cations in oncology. Specifically, our results imply that mitochondrial

polymorphisms could, perhaps, be used to predict development of

metastasis. And, becausemitochondrial SNP can be used to define race

in humans or strains in mice (63), they may partly explain racial

disparities in cancer incidence and aggressiveness. Future experiments

will explore these possibilities.
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